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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

- **Non-HIV disorders in PLWH**
  - Opportunistic infections
  - IRIS
  - CVD and Stroke

- **The CNS HIV reservoir**
  - Myeloid cells infection
  - Animal studies

- **CSF HIV escape**
  - TI including ATI studies
  - Asymptomatic escape
  - Symptomatic escape and CD8 encephalitis

- **Biomarkers of HIV CNS reservoir and disease**
  - CSF markers
  - Serum markers
  - Brain imaging

- **Treatment of the HIV CNS reservoir**
  - Dynamics of long-acting drugs in the CNS
  - Does the number of ART drugs matter to the CNS
  - Drug interactions relevant to the CNS
  - CNS side effects of ART

- **HIV cure - how to protect the CNS**
  - Nabs
  - Therapeutic vaccine
  - Other immunomodulant strategies
  - Kick and kill
  - Gene therapy
CONGRESS VENUE
HOTEL NH COLLECTION VITTORIO VENETO
Corso Italia 1 - Roma - Italy

CME
The request for CME accreditation will be submitted to the Ministry of Health for Italian participants.
The Congress is intended for 100 participants.
Physician: Infectious Diseases - Microbiology and Virology - Neurology - Psychiatry.
Psychologist: Psychotherapy - Psychology.

Registration fee
Early Registration closes 15th September
Euro 366,00 (€ 300,00 + 22% VAT)
Late Registration from 16th September
Euro 427,00 (€ 350,00 + 22% VAT)
Congress registration: www.neurohiv.com

THE REGISTRATION FEE INCLUDES:
- Participation in the scientific work
- Congress kit
- Certificate of attendance
- CME certificate
- Abstract Book
- Coffee breaks and working breakfasts for the whole period
- 17th October Dinner and 18th October Dinner

Organizing Secretariat
Nadirex International Srl
Via Riviera, 39 - 27100 Pavia
Tel. +39.0382.525714/35
Fax +39.0382.525736
giorgia.garlaschini@nadirex.com
www.nadirex.com

Call for Abstract
DEADLINE FOR ABSTRACT SUBMISSION
September 15th, 2019
On-line submission
September 20th, 2019
Notification of acceptance of abstracts

Further informations: www.neurohiv.com